Imagine a man in his mid-20s, a secondary school graduate with income in the bottom 20%. He works a semi-skilled job but his hours are irregular, dependent on the boss’s and the customers’ whims. There’s a shortage of affordable housing where he lives; he rents, but his status is tenuous and he’s had to move suddenly several times. He doesn’t have a bank account and he’d like to save some money, enough at least to improve his housing situation. But it seems whenever he does get a good chunk of money saved up and tucked away at home, something goes wrong or a family member needs a loan. Given the number of times his family members have loaned money to him, how could he say no? And he owes money on his motorcycle—the one he uses to get to work—so that’s the first thing he needs to prioritize right now: paying off debt.

Is this a scene from Mexico City? From Johannesburg? From Kuala Lumpur? From Sao Paolo? Or is it from Chicago, Charlotte, or San Jose?

This young man’s story would fit in any of these cities. Two similar trends have made it so.

Over the last 20 years there has been a dramatic decrease in global inequality; at the same time there has been a dramatic increase in inequality in the United States (US). As a result we are witnessing what might be thought of as a Great Convergence: the economic challenges faced by low-income communities in the US are quite similar to those faced by much of the population in what used to be simplistically categorized as “developing” countries like Mexico, Brazil, Thailand, Malaysia, India and South Africa.
A COMMON LANDSCAPE

The problems of income volatility, lack of steady jobs, inefficient labor markets, large (and growing) income and wealth inequalities, lack of mobility, resource-starved education systems, and unaffordable tertiary education are common in all these environments. Consider the stories in the US Financial Diaries (USFD) study of low- and moderate-income families. More than half of the families in the study experienced the kind of income volatility we used to think of as exclusively a condition in countries where informal jobs were far more common than formal employment. The average USFD household had more than five months a year where income was at least 25% above or below their annual average. That’s not an isolated finding. A shocking level of income volatility—whether month-to-month or year-to-year—has been found by a variety of studies using different methods and data sets.

Income volatility charts from the US look similar to income volatility charts from other financial diaries studies in South Africa, Bangladesh, Uganda, Ghana, and many other countries. It turns out that the lower half of the US labor market looks a lot like informal economies: uncertain hours, few benefits, limited tenure, and near zero mobility or wage gains.

The good news is that progress on financial inclusion is being made. The bad news is that the progress is being made in other countries, not in the US. In the US, financial inclusion hasn’t recovered from the Great Recession. The number of unbanked or underbanked consumers, access to small business finance for minority communities, use of predatory alternative financial services, and most other metrics have been stagnant since the trough, or worse.

The US has a lot to learn about improving access to quality financial services for excluded communities from countries that have been making progress including populations that not so long ago would have been considered “unbankable.” At the same time, the US has a lot to teach those countries about the challenges and pitfalls of financial services regulation, innovation, and consumer protection—and the challenge of finishing the “last mile” of financial inclusion.
To see how much the financial inclusion landscape has converged, take a quick look at some sample financial inclusion statistics for the lower 40% of the US income distribution compared to middle-income countries like Brazil, Kenya, and Malaysia. The differences are small. For instance, the percentage of people who could not come up with funds to cover an emergency is essentially identical. The seemingly large gap in use of formal credit is almost entirely a function of credit card and payday use in the US—very expensive ways of borrowing—and that gap is rapidly closing in many countries as credit offerings via mobile money systems see dramatic growth. Boosting savings and assets is clearly a shared need.

### SHARED CHALLENGES

Just as the current financial inclusion landscape is similar in these countries, so are the challenges:

- **Service Quality and Account Use:** While almost every middle-income country has made substantial progress in the number of people who have accounts at formal financial institutions, they now confront the same problems that the US has had for decades (again while making little progress): a) how to make sure accounts offer features that are useful to—and are good value for—lower-income households, and b) how to increase usage of those accounts. Obviously these problems go hand-in-hand. They are tough problems to crack because they are so circular—and therefore the benefit of cross-country collaboration on innovative approaches is all the more valuable.

- **Consumer Protection:** No one believes that the role of financial services policy is simply to achieve universal account ownership. Consumer protection is as important as access, and the groups that need it most are the ones who are historically excluded from the financial system—through a combination of inexperience, desperation, and discrimination they are the most likely to be taken advantage of by bad actors. Balancing the need for innovation to reach excluded people with useful products and protecting those people from unscrupulous operators is another tough challenge where all sides could benefit from collaboration and mutual learning.

- **The Last Mile:** The percentage of the US population that is officially unbanked (around 7%) or underbanked (around 20%) has held steady for the last 10 years. Middle-income countries have made huge strides in inclusion—often going from 30% of the population with accounts to 60 or 70% of the population with accounts—but progress will inevitably slow as they near developed world levels of account ownership. The minority of the population that is the last to be included is last because they are hard to include. There are numerous structural barriers to inclusion, from poverty to geography to discrimination to something as prosaic as identity documents, that stand in the way. Finding ways to address those structural barriers would benefit all of those countries just as much as it would benefit the US.
SHARED LEARNING

These shared challenges are the fertile ground for mutual learning between the US and other countries. But what specifically can the US learn from global efforts? And what can other countries learn from the US?

What the US Can Learn from Global Efforts

The Value of Payments: Because of the way payments evolved in the US—from checks to credit cards to debit cards—person-to-person payments have gotten short shrift. The focus has always been on consumer-to-business or business-to-business payments, and aimed at the higher-end of each of those markets. The systems have been designed around the needs and interests of those parties.

But making small dollar and person-to-person transactions easier and cheaper can be a boon to lower-income households who have to transact in small amounts frequently and depend on family and friends as a core part of their financial life. The availability of easy and fast payment systems has had measurable effects on household poverty in countries where mobile money has become pervasive.

Meanwhile, the US still struggles to allow account-to-account transfers between banks, much less non-bank financial services providers. It still takes at least three days for most bank transfers to clear. Here, the US has a lot to learn.

The Perils of Digital: The current wave of excitement for fintech can be in large part attributed to the success of mobile money in bringing useful and affordable mainstream financial products to millions of previously excluded people. However, it’s worth understanding that much of the excitement over mobile money systems was not originally tied to an understanding of the value of payments, but to the idea that mobile money would provide the “rails” to lower the costs of serving poor customers.

Many of the leaders of the microfinance movement—a precursor to today’s global financial inclusion community—recognized that there was a limit to the customers that microfinance institutions (MFIs) could reasonably serve because of the constraints of physicality. Getting loan officers to villages or poor neighborhoods, handling cash, tracking accounts, being responsive to customers, offering products beyond basic credit and savings were all very expensive. Without digitization, costs would overwhelm the possible profits from serving the hardest-to-reach customers. Mobile money seemed to offer the solution to the physical constraints. By moving to digital services the cost of reaching poorer customers would decline dramatically, more customers could be served, and prices could fall. That was the theory, at least.

In practice, after payments the first use of the rails of mobile money has not been to extend services to poor customers or to cut prices. In fact, the institutions that grew up to provide quality financial services to lower-income households have been relatively slow to adopt the technology. Instead, the mobile operators have, on their own or in partnership with traditional banks not inclined to serve lower-income households, specialized in delivering high-cost digital credit primarily to higher-income customers who are already part of the formal financial system. Where reach has been extended to the excluded, there have been concerning consequences. In Kenya, for instance, in less than two years, approximately 10% of the population has defaulted on a small-dollar digital loan.

Given the rapid growth of fintech in the US, there seems to be a rich opportunity for learning from the experience of other countries that already have some experience in this area.
The Value of Short-Term, Small-Value Savings: When it comes to savings, the US has been largely focused on the goal of households’ accumulating—and holding—large sums for long periods of time. For example, building up a stock of savings sufficient to buy homes or other assets, or to save more for retirement. Even emergency savings goals are relatively large in dollar value compared to the existing savings stock of many lower-income households, and are expected to be held for rare emergencies. Recent research in the US has emphasized how many households don’t have the funds even for small emergencies and the role of frequent volatility in undermining households’ stability.

Consistent with US-based research, work in other countries has consistently shown that a) households benefit significantly from short-term, small value savings, and b) it is possible to help households’—most much poorer than even low-income US households—save enough to enjoy these benefits. Programs and policies ranging from savings groups, commitment savings products, “undersavers anonymous” groups, mental accounting nudges, prize-linked savings, and more have all been found to help households’ save and to improve those households’ well-being even when total savings value is not nearly as high as US savings targets typically are set.

Business Models Matter when Serving Low-Income Households: The microfinance movement, which was responsible for the first big gains in inclusion, began with non-profit institutions. These institutions were unable to reach the kind of scale necessary to put a meaningful dent in the numbers of excluded, and so the microfinance industry pivoted to for-profit models. While growth accelerated, and many many more people gained access to formal finance, the people being served changed. For-profit MFIs did scale better than non-profit MFIs, but they served more urban customers, fewer women, and fewer of the poorest.

While mobile money has reversed some of this trend, it’s important to recognize that most mobile money systems are driven by institutions that have never had a “pro-poor” mandate. The telecoms that dominate this space have business models that have always been based on maximizing the number of transactions, first via pay-as-you-go airtime, and then fee-based mobile money transactions. The emergent pathologies in mobile money systems are a direct result of the business models that have been inherited.

That being said, the developing world has seen much more innovation in business models that may be more useful to lower-income customers. Learning business model lessons from developing countries would be a huge boon to regulators and financial services providers in the US.

The Persistence of High-Cost Credit: Simplistic comparisons between microcredit and payday lending have long been in the quiver of financial services critics. Those critiques are usually misguided, but there is certainly something to learn from MFIs and high-cost credit. One of the ways that microcredit was marketed was its supposed ability to displace “loan sharks” and money-lenders. That made intuitive sense. Who wouldn’t replace a loan at 100% APR with one at 30% APR? But later research has shown that MFIs didn’t displace loansharks. And many fewer people took up microcredit loans than originally expected. It’s quite similar to the challenge that financial services institutions have faced displacing payday lenders and other high-cost providers in the US.
The Value of Managing Liquidity and Risk: Work from the US Financial Diaries, JP Morgan Chase Institute, Urban Institute, and Pew Research Centers has shown that lower-income households in the US face a great deal more volatility in income and expenses than previously understood. This volatility creates a huge burden on low-income households as they try to match the ups and downs of their incomes with the ups and downs of spending needs. Because the current financial service landscape was designed for households with much more stable incomes, the majority of products available to manage this mismatch—to help households manage liquidity in the face of income and spending volatility—are at the fringes and very costly (for example, payday, rent-to-own, and pawn). The incomplete ability to manage liquidity leaves lower-income households exposed to more risk. It is much harder to cope with surprises when all your effort goes in to managing day-to-day and week-to-week income and spending ups and downs. The great irony of financial inclusion in the US is the households who have the most need for financial services to help them manage liquidity and risk have the least access to them.

Work in other countries has made it clear that there are large potential pay-offs to helping lower-income households manage liquidity and risk. Microcredit is primarily a liquidity management tool. Meanwhile, innovative insurance programs have allowed households to make choices with an eye to the future, even helping them move temporarily to find higher-paying short-term jobs. While the specific contexts and programs may not be applicable to many households in the US, the concept is very relevant: the volatility and risks that lower-income households face diminish their ability to make investments.

There is more but that is a reasonable high-priority learning agenda to tackle.

What Developing Countries Can Learn from the US

What can developing countries—in particular middle-income economies—learn from the US? The simple answer to the question is that the US offers a look into the future financial services landscape as the basic access gap is closed. The US shows that getting accounts to more than 90% of the population doesn’t begin to solve the challenges of financial inclusion for lower-income households. The US shows that high-quality services for such households will not evolve on their own. The US shows that a vigilant and consumer-welfare-focused regulatory apparatus is an absolute must. Beyond those general lessons, there are several specific areas where financial services providers, non-profits, policymakers, and regulators from middle-income countries can benefit from the US experience.

The Pros and Cons of Expansion of Consumer Credit: Long before the global microcredit revolution, small dollar credit came to the US. Small, uncollateralized loans to households were so common in the 1920s that the Russell Sage Foundation launched a major program to study them. With the Great Depression, these loans largely disappeared until the advent of credit cards in the 1970s. The history of these small loans in the US should have been instructive in the early years of the global microcredit movement: this kind of credit was mainly useful for smoothing consumption, and was only used for business investment by households who couldn’t get access to more business-friendly credit products. And while these small, revolving credit lines are a very useful tool for households managing liquidity, they are not good tools for investing in a business or for raising incomes. The expansion of consumer credit in the US since the 1970s is more often cited as a trap limiting upward mobility and undermining stability than the opposite.
That shouldn’t overshadow the benefits of the deep penetration of credit cards in the US market. The often overlooked reason that “mobile money” has not made a dent in the US market is that the US created mobile money via plastic rather than silicon several decades ago. Credit cards created a payment system that is more reliable and more secure than older transaction methods (and still offers far more consumer protections than mobile money alternatives). Credit cards created the system that enabled ATMs and debit cards, a vital convenience for many lower-income customers who no longer have to plan their work schedules around bank branch opening hours. And as noted above, facilitating transactions does have meaningful benefits to lower-income customers, benefits that weren’t appreciated until we were able to study them through mobile money deployments in other countries.

The rhetoric of microcredit as “investment loans” masked the reality of small-dollar, short-term loans as consumer credit for many years. The rapid growth of digital credit built on mobile money platforms has finally done away with that illusion, while simultaneously making traditional microcredit seem far more “pro-poor” in comparison. The experience of the US in consumer finance via credit card lending should be very instructive for providers and regulators in middle-income countries as they consider the pitfalls of easily accessible credit. Learning from this experience is increasingly urgent as we are already seeing some of the pathologies of US credit card markets emerge in places like Kenya: damage to credit scores, reduced access to lower-cost credit, biases toward the already well-off, deceptive marketing, suspect collection practices, and more.

The Challenge of Consumer Protection: It’s unlikely anyone would make an argument that the US financial services consumer protection system is ideal. But the decentralized and somewhat fragmented approach to regulation of consumer financial services has some benefits when it comes to learning and sharing lessons. First, the wide variety of agencies at the local, state, and federal level who touch on financial services consumer protection means there are a lot of people with some experience dealing with the exceptional challenges of regulating consumer financial services. Second, the fragmented nature of consumer protection means there are many “experiments” in consumer protection regimes to learn from, as both good and bad actors find niches (or gaps) in regulation in which to flourish.

Consumer protection in the context of boosting inclusion is a particularly thorny problem. Innovation is clearly necessary to create products that meet the needs of excluded customers and business models that will support those products. But excluded customers are likely to be the most vulnerable, either because of low income and low savings or lack of experience with financial services. Protecting those customers from unscrupulous actors who will take advantage of that vulnerability is an important policy goal. But inevitably, consumer protections—the admonition to “prove that your innovative service will do no harm”—imposes significant additional costs to the already higher costs of serving the excluded. That’s not a recipe for a financial inclusion innovation boom.

Regulators and policymakers in the US have been dealing with this Catch-22 for decades. While there is no magic solution to the challenge, US regulations have a lot of accrued wisdom in this domain to share with their counterparts in countries that are just starting to deal with these issues. At the same time, some developing countries are experimenting with “regulatory sandboxes” that provide temporary exemptions from some regulation in order to enable more room for innovation. It’s too early to tell how well such regulatory sandboxes will work, but there is certainly room for US regulators to provide input—and monitor progress and gather ideas to implement in the US.
Fighting Discrimination: The US has a relatively long history—compared to many middle-income countries at least—of fighting discrimination in financial services. Landmark legislation like the Community Reinvestment Act and the Fair Credit Reporting Act—among others—are far from perfect, but they do represent important steps in reducing racial and gender discrimination in the financial services industry. The insidious ways that discrimination persists despite legislation and regulation provides a rich context for other countries to learn from as they confront discrimination.

And indeed discrimination, particularly gender discrimination, is a problem in many middle-income countries. Despite financial inclusion efforts of the last decade often focusing on women, there remains a large gap between men’s and women’s access to and ownership of accounts in most every middle-income country. While gender gaps are narrower in the US, they still exist—in part because changes that allowed women full independence in financial matters didn’t happen until the 1970s. More than 150 million Americans alive today were born before regulatory gender parity was achieved. The point is that not only is the US not so far removed from a deeply discriminatory regulatory regime, but that rapid progress is possible once barriers are removed.

One specific area where gender and other forms of harmful discrimination persist is in credit scores. The lessons the US has learned about the uses and abuses of credit scoring are particularly important for middle-income countries. Credit bureaus are an important tool for financial inclusion when they operate well—they reduce costs for lenders by reducing moral hazard and adverse selection, two key factors in the malfunctioning of credit markets in many countries. But as the US has learned, credit scores can equally be a tool for reifying discrimination and exclusion. And in the modern era, the information contained in credit scores can be used by criminal actors in many ways and therefore safety and security (and consumer protection from abuse of pilfered credit scoring data) is an important area for learning. Again, there is much for other countries to learn from the US experience.

The Role of Employers: During the early years of industrialization in the US, employers played a large role in the spread of formal financial services. Employers drove bank account use by issuing checks (out of a desire to cut payroll costs by avoiding cash), by sponsoring credit unions or savings and loan banks, and passively by providing an environment for workers to learn the value of formal services from co-workers. Employers introduced a large segment of the population to insurance, and to long-term savings in the form of pensions. Today, some large employers are again an important source of financial services innovation as they recognize the challenges faced by many of their employees, and the need for better financial services to meet those challenges.

Most middle-income countries face a shortage of formal employer firms. But in many countries that is beginning to change—and thus presents an opportunity for firms and policymakers in those countries to learn from the US experience on the positive role that employers can play in driving inclusion.

A GLOBAL FINANCIAL INCLUSION STRATEGY

The shared landscape and common challenges should make it clear that a global, shared strategy to advance financial inclusion could achieve much more than individual countries could. But there is another reason that a global approach to financial inclusion is necessary. Policy decisions in high-income countries, especially the US given it’s centrality to the global financial system, have major impact in developing countries.
Consider the case of remittances. $138 billion of remittances were sent from migrants in the US to their countries of origin in 2016, according to the Pew Research Center; $581 billion, worldwide. These flows should be a powerful tool for bringing lower-income households in wealthy countries and in developing countries into the formal financial system and expanding financial inclusion. But they are not. Most remittances are essentially cash-to-cash transactions, sent through money transfer operators by and for people who remain largely outside the formal financial system. A migrant typically hands cash over to an agent who, through a series of networked relationships, delivers the money to an agent in a foreign country who delivers cash to the intended recipient.

A variety of regulations, agreements, and treaties that aim to prevent money laundering put in place by regulators in high-income countries prevent remittances from being a tool for financial inclusion. None of the agencies overseeing anti-money laundering efforts have any remit to protect consumers, much less to pursue financial inclusion. As a consequence, the regulations impose large costs and risks on financial services innovators who do have an inclusion goal.

Specifically, since banks bear a large potential liability if they are participants in transactions related to money laundering or terrorism financing, they generally avoid offering remittance services. Meanwhile they impose high costs, or outright refuse to do business with money transfer operators who do provide such services, because the money transfer operators deal largely in cash and are transferring money between large numbers of people and to countries that may have fewer regulatory controls. The money transfer operators themselves have to comply with anti-money laundering regulations for each transfer, and that drives up their costs as well.

These difficulties not only result in a lost opportunity to advance inclusion, but they impose large costs on poor households. In total, remittance senders in the US paid $30 billion in fees in 2017; the 2017 US foreign aid budget was $40 billion. Despite the best efforts of innovators to try to work around the regulations that impose high costs on remittance senders, the average cost of sending remittances has fallen only from 7% of a transaction to 6% of a transaction in the last 10 years.

This isn’t the only example of US financial system policies working against financial inclusion in developing countries. There are several dimensions on which collaboration and joint strategy could yield major gains.

Financial inclusion stakeholders in the US and middle-income countries have a lot to learn from each other, but relatively little opportunity to do so. There are many forums where regulators from high-income countries talk about shared challenges—the G7 for instance. There are also global forums that include all countries, but these often don’t put a focus on shared financial inclusion challenges. In fact, they focus much more on how to exclude rogue actors than how to include poor households. The regulators and policymakers from the US who care about inclusion or consumer protection rarely have the opportunity to interact with their counterparts from developing countries.

It’s not just a question of regulators. Researchers that focus on financial services and poverty in the US and in other countries are usually in different “sub-departments” and attend different conferences (or different tracks at those conferences). Non-profits focused on financial inclusion or consumer rights tend to be either exclusively domestic or exclusively international. Philanthropic funders rarely organize their grant programs in ways that cross borders between the US and middle-income countries. But all this could change with a platform for linking participants in the global financial inclusion world together.
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